Abstract. Motif parameters were introduced to characterize line edge roughness (LER) of a nanoscale grating structure. Firstly with electron beam lithography employed the expected nanoscale grating structure with linewidth of 16 nm was fabricated on positive resist. Then the line edge profiles of the structure were extracted and their LERs were characterized. The results showed that the evaluation method is rather simple, effective and recommendable.
Introduction
Nanoroughness is very important in nanostructures and nanodevices because it does not scale down with the dimensions of the devices, thus its importance is increasing [1] . It is important for the electrical characteristics of transistors, the capacitance of thin insulating films, the light scattering in optoelectronic devices and many other applications. Patterning process employed to fabricate nanoscale devices usually result in self-affine fractal or quasiperiodic surfaces, and the mathematical tools used to analyze these surfaces or line-edges are coming from the scaling theory, including the height-height correlation function, the Fourier transform or the power spectrum and the RMS value versus the sampling length of the line or sampling area of the surface [2] . Nowadays these mathematical tools are usually employed to descript and evaluate nanoroughness, to select the materials as well as to regulate the process.
However at present there are no accurate definition and standard to characterize LER. ITRS (International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors) Metrology [3] and many scholars employed the mean line system to characterize LER which has been standardized as ISO4287 [4] . This method concentrates mainly on the height parameters and nearly neglects the lateral characteristics of the line edge profile, not reflecting the real topography, so the accuracy and its application are limited to some extent [5] . V. Constantoudis et al [6] applied 2D fractual method to characterize LER, however, the fractual dimensions by different algorithm are not identical. Moreover how to apply the fractual dimension in lithography process and device performance analysis remain unsolved yet.
Motif method employs related graphs to evaluate the line edge profile. It has been standardized as ISO12085 [7] and is applied increasingly in more and more engineering surface textures evaluation. But in gate edge profile characterization of IC device whether this evaluation method is appropriate has not yet been clear. So in this paper Motif method was introduced and employed to characterize LER of semiconductor structure, and also the results of different evaluation methods were compared.
Motif Parameters and the Evaluation Process
Motif parameters fall into two kinds as below: roughness parameters and waviness parameters. Motif roughness parameters based evaluation method defines a motif as a combination of the peaks and valleys for a mono-and multi-directional morphology. The valley between the two peaks is a single Motif. The Motif method is a system for the evaluation of the primary profile and based on the envelope system, and it is suitable as an alternative to the mean line system. Three parameters are necessary to define an oriented motif as below: AR i , R j (and R j+1 ), and R x =min[R j , R j+1 ] (see Fig. 1 ). Their description and related equations are shown in Table 1 .
Of these three parameters, R j (and R j+1 ) is the depth statistically computed as the difference between the peaks and valleys perpendicular to the profile orientation, evaluating the process capability, such as the employed lithography process and its influence on the performance of the devices. AR i is defined as the mean Cartesian spacing between the peaks parallel to the profile orientation, reflecting the characteristics of the fabrication flow, such as the spot size of the electron beam and the molecular weight of the resist. R x is the maximum depth of roughness Motif and illustrates the maximum variance which can be used to evaluate the threshold voltage of the interested IC device. Motif roughness evaluation can be processed with the threshold A set firstly and then the neighboring Motifs merged two by two. The spacing of the merged Motif is as large as possible but does not exceed the threshold A. The detailed steps are as below: first of all it is necessary to determine the depth of the initial line profile and divide the line profile into segments (rectangles), the width of the segment is set as A/2. Then the heights R j of the rectangles (also the height difference of the peak and the valley), their mean j R as well as their standard deviation σ are obtained. In every rectangle the local peak height is checked to determine the peaks with height less than 5% j R in order to delete them, or to modify the height of the peaks as H whose heights are more than R= j R +1.65σ, which are regarded as singular peaks. After these steps, the roughness Motif of the original line profile was obtained. Only all 4 conditions below are met can the neighboring Motifs be merged two by two:
Envelop condition: If the middle peak height of two neighboring Motifs is more than that of the neighboring peaks at both sides, these two Motifs can not be merged.
Width condition: If the width of the two merged Motifs is not more than A, then the merge is acceptable.
Expanding condition: Characteristic parameter R x of merged Motif should be more than or equal to that of every single Motif, meaning the merged Motif is independent of the fabrication orientation.
Depth condition: Characteristic parameters of single Motif should be less than 60% that of merged Motifs.
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Upon the completion of merging roughness Motifs, the parameters AR, R and Rx can be calculated within the merged roughness Motifs and the interested LER characterized. The main evaluation steps of the roughness Motif is shown in Fig. 2 . in red in Fig. 3 2) Extracting line edge profiles from SEM photomicrograph Based on the scanning electron photomicrographs above mentioned, the line edge profiles should be extracted firstly in order to characterize and evaluate the LER of the nanoscale grating structure. The main steps of the extracting line edge profile are as below: Firstly Gaussian filter was used to eliminate the white noise of the SEM photomicrographs. Then the filtered photomicrograph was further binarized with the self-adaptive threshold algorithm. Finally the canny edge detecting algorithm was employed to extract the line edge profile, see Fig. 4 . The value of roughness operator A shown in Table 2 is proposed for the evaluation of turning, grinding and milling surfaces. As for the assessment of LER, how to determine the value of roughness operator A remains to be studied. Table 2 demonstrates the relationship between the value of roughness operator A and evaluation length as below: Fig. 4 . In Fig. 5 (a) the maximum distance max d between two adjacent peaks of the left edge profile is 17nm, greater than the roughness factor A. According to Motif application condition -The value of operator A must be greater than or equal to that of any spacing ARi of the edge profile", it is concluded that the value of operator A obtained from Eq. (1) is inappropriate.
To implement the alternating symmetrical filters, it is recommended to use the M-sieve with a logarithmic series (constant ratio) of scale values (the radius of the circular disk of the structural element). Experience has shown that a constant ratio of around two between successive scale values is optimal. This value is sufficiently large to distinguish and interpret the details in the ladder structure, whilst remaining sufficiently small that the partition of scale space can still be considered diagnostic. To start the alternating series filter, a scale value not less than the stylus tip radius should be selected in order that each successive level of the ladder has approximately the same ratio of scale values [10] .
The following series of scale values has a ratio of around 2: ...1 mm, 2 mm, 5 mm, 10 mm, 20 mm, 50 mm, 100 mm, 200 mm, 500 mm, 1 mm, 2 mm, 5 mm, 10 mm, ...
Taking into consideration of the maximum distance max d of two adjacent peaks and the scale values recommended in ISO/TS16610-49, the rule can be concluded that the roughness factor A should be larger than the maximum distance, and yet belong to the recommended values as shown in ISO/TS 16610-49. According to this rule, the roughness factor A of the left and right edge profiles demonstrated in Fig. 4 is set as 50nm.
2) Motif parameters-based characterization of LER
With the roughness operator A determined, Motif roughness of the left edge profile in Fig. 4 was evaluated. Figure 5 illustrates the Motif local profiles before and after the merging of the left edge profile in Fig. 4 respectively. Figure 5 (b) shows the preset threshold A, dividing the gate line edge profile into rectangular unit with width A/2. The combined roughness Motif within a segment is shown in Fig. 5 (c) and the global combined roughness Motif in Fig. 5 (d) . Upon the completion of the Motif merging of LER of line edge profiles, the parameters AR, R, Rx are computed and illustrated in Table 3 . Similarly, Motif evaluation of the right edge roughness in Fig. 4 has been done and the results also are presented in Table 3 . Besides Motif parameters, Table 3 also demonstrates the roughness evaluation parameters of mean line system for two-dimensional profile according to ISO4287 [6] , in order to show the detailed differences between these two set parameters. Table 3 also illustrates that the average depth parameter R, the spacing parameter AR as well as the maximum depth Rx of Motif parameters all are in agreement with the parameters Rq, Sm and Rz of median line system respectively, which demonstrates that Motif parameters based-LER evaluation method is reasonable and feasible.
Conclusion
In this paper, Motif parameters-based method was employed to characterize LER of the typical nano-scale grating structure. According to aforementioned analysis, the following conclusions are obtained:
1) Neglecting other unnecessary parameters, the roughness Motif is not sensitive to noise signals, so the evaluation is robust.
2) Without the evaluation datum the roughness Motif can eliminate errors caused by the mean line.
3) Motif parameters are not only in agreement with the requirements of ITRS metrology, but also quantitatively describe the amplitude and the spacing respectively in global profile. 4) Aforementioned results show that Motif parameters based evaluation method is rather simple, effective and recommendable, presenting an alternative method for LER evaluation of nanoscale typical structures.
